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SPAWNING THE LOGPEROH--A NATIVE CANADIAN DARTER 

by Joanne Bockstael, ottawa, ON 

The Logperch (Percina caprodaa)is a darter found widely 
in Oanada. from nor~'fiern Saska·tcnewan to eastern Quebec. In 
the U.S., the species inhabits a broad north-south band. Its 
western u.s. limit is a north-south line from the eastern 
Dakotas to central Oklahoma; ita eastern limit is generally 
t~e western slope of the Appalachians, but it spills east 
of them in a few places, notably the northern tributaries 
of the Oheeapeake and through-New York State. 

Although rather large for darters, measuring from 4~-
5}" at maturity, these fish are seldom seen. The speed and 
erratic direction of the Logperch's movements combined with 
its beautifully protective coloration make this darter very 
hard to find in ita habitat of rocka and muddy weeded areas. 
Moat often, Logperch are caught as part of a mixed assortment 
of small natives, rather than as the sole ca~h. 

In general appearance, the Logperch much resembles the 
Algae-Eaters so well known to tropical-fish enthusiasts. 
The head of this species is long and bluntly rounded at 
the snout. The eyes are set well to the sides. The mouth 
is located under the snou~,showing this fish to be primarilY-
though not exclusively--a bottom-feeder. The body is long 
and cylindrical, tapering to a short caudal peduncle. As with 
all darters, the Logperch has two dorsal fins--a spiny dorsal 
followed by a soft dorsal. The Logperoh's fins are surprising. 
The dorsals resemble high-rigged sails; the caudal, a flaring 
fan. Most amazing, the pectorals are enormous and are usuallY 
held stiffly out to the sides. The ventral !ins can be cupped 
so that this inhabitant of flowing water can keep a grip on 
smooth surfaces such as the rocks of its home stream or the 
glass walls of an aquarium. 

The Logperch'a coloration allows it to blend in with its 
surroundings,so that the fish is virtually invisible until it 
moves--at which point it becomes impossible to catch it. 
\fuen it's gone, it 1 s gone! -The Logperoh's ground color is 
a darkish dirty tan along the back fading to an off-Hhite 
shade of pale gray on the belly. The head is dark tan set off 
by chooolate-brown stripes which fade away under the chin. 
The lateral line's position is clearly marked by a horizontal 
beige-brown stripe bearing brown, evenly· spaced dotso Like 
tiger stripes, heavy,chocolate-brown, wavy stripes beginning 
just below the backbone bisect 'the lateral line at the spots 
and end neatly near the belly. On the top of the head and in 
areas above, along the lateral line, patches of scales appear 
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. where each scale is edged heavily in blackish brown. The 
fins be~r a light checkerboard pattern ln beige. Healthy fish, 
in the proper light, will show a sheen of either mossy green 
or light, rusty reddish bro1m along their sides as they move. 
The eye color is either dark brown or blackish brown. 
depending on the or1g1n of tne darter. 

With a little practise--providing the fish are fairly mature-
it 1s not really dif~lcult to d1f£erent1ate between the ~ale 
and the female. It must be remembered that these f1sh can only 
be acquired by collecting them yourself from their wild habitat 
and acclimatizing them to life in an aquarium and in-home 
conditione. Late in Aur11 is the best time of yoar to collect. 
It is at this time that the adults are preparing to spawn, fa
cilitating in the process of sexing the fish. When first intrd
duced to their glass home, the fish will be an almost uniformly 
grayish color. Nevertheless, if the water, space, and tank 
furnishings are to their liking, they will color up in less 
than a half-hour! The Logperch has a marked preference for 
a light color of bottom cover. a few rocks, a piece of drift
wood or two, and plants in clumps. Especially appreciated 
Ere seven- to eight-inch-long sections of black PVO pix,e. In 
setting up a spmming tank, it is best to have a number of fish 
of both sexes. If the fish are readying to spawn, the females 
will be easily recognized by their bloated midsections. They 
look llke they have swallowed golf balls! The mulea will be 
darker in overall color, and there is an unmistakable meaning 
to their actions at this time. Whon courting a female, the 
male will pose,p0ised high on his large ventral fins. His 
color will positively glow, and he will keep his dorsal fins 
highly erect. (It is easy to see the pronounced spine at 
the front end of his hard dorsal; the females have a rounded 
dorsal prof1leo) When spawning time appro~ches, the male will 
choose a small territory in the center of which is the spawning 
site(s). Thea fish spawn over fine sand, since they bury their 
eggs; in rough sand or fine gravel, many eggs would be killed. 
My breeders were provided with silica sand of a light tan color. 

The male will spend some time posing on the "sandbanks," but 
very llttle time actually defending his urea. The tamales 
will enter the chosen area when they are ready. Up to now, 
the fish mainly ~~atch each other, with only the occasional 
sbo rt ch.aso. Their spawning s eq_uence is fast and furious o 

~~en a pair have met at the site, a stray male or female will 
be chased away. Eventually, the male will sidle--side~ays--

·up to the female. They will arch their bodies together and then-
too quickly for the eye to follow fully--they will thrash wildly 
until half their bodies are in the gravelo TP.e eggs are sprayed 
in all directions, and, being adhesive, will attach themselves 
to the plants and rooku. The surprisingly large eggs are 
whitish in oolor, mixing in well with the sand. A single 
large femalecan lay upwards of one hundred ftfty eggs in spurts 
of a dozen or so at a time. The pair will rest behveen spawnings. 
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Logperch are amazing to watch at thl~ t1me of their 

lives • .As 'they don't fight, a number of males and females can 
be kept in the same tank. 

Since the Logpercb. is found in comparatively cool, flowing 
waters, for the most part, careful acclimation is required 
bafcre they completely adjust to the aquarium. First, their 
water must be kept cool for the first couple of weeks or so. 
Gradually the temperature can be allowed to reach regular room 
temperature. .A water char.ge of 70-percent daily refilling of 
the tank \vith cold tap water is really essential, as these fish 
cannot adjust as fast as 1.Yarm-water aquarium fishes oan. The 
next most aspect of acclimating these .fish is proper feeding. 
Logperch have eaten nothing but live food all their lives. 
Certainly tney will not initially take flake food, or even--
in s orne cases--foods Sl..ich as fro zen brL."le shrimp. What 
must be provided for in advance 1s an all-live-food diet. A 
goodish supply of HhitEnwrms, blc.ckworms, and other hobby-oriented 
sinking live food will do. Gradually you \iill be able to wean 
your Logperche3 to a diet of prepared fane. Be patient and 
persevere. The process takes time. 

It takes about a week to ten days {depending on temperature) 
for eggs to hatch. The parents should be removed to their 
own tank before 1t is seen that the spawn are developing. 
Like many tropicals, the adults are not averse to eating their 
offspring given the slightest chance. In natural surroundings, 
this is kept to a minimum by ·the amount of room available to 
all, as well as the current washing many eggs to all parts 
of the habitat. 

It is not ·too easy to raise the young. For one thing, they 
do not seem to realize that brine shrimp naupl11 are edible! 
Obviously, in their wild state, there is no fry food that 
resembles brine shrimp in appearance or color in the Logperch's 
natural diet. The logical solution to the feeding problem 
(of any fish) is to duplicate their natural dlet as closely 
as possible. Microworws are a good start--a small, whitish 
worm such aD the fry might expect to f' lnd in their nat ural 
habitat among the gravels, rocks, and plants of the substratum. 
A good supplement to this is an occasional meal of crushed 
ramshorn snails. In a fe~-J \teeka, their diet can be changed 
to include chopped whiteworms, blackworms, small !ruit flies, 
and small amounts of freeze-dried worms. Gradually add ever
increasing amounts of r...omemade or commercially prepared fish 
foods so tr~t a£ter about seven or eight weeks, the ~foods 
are the supplements to the diet· theae fish \~il.l be eating for 
the rest of their lives. A .diet of live foods is recommended 
for those fL;;h only .. h:~t will be returning to the wilds where 
they will tl.ave to hunt their moving prey. Fishes that will 
spend the rest of their lives in an aquarium should be adapted 
to an artlficlal, manufactured diet such as our tropical~ 
receive 1f they are to survive. A diet or live foods could 
be difficult to provide through a long winter. Remember to 
prepare your fish with their future in mind! 

SEE .ADDENDUM NEXT P.AGE · 

--adapted .from newsletter o.f the Greenbelt 
Kill1f1sh Association. Ottawa, ON, July, 1983 
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.ADDENDUM 

The tank housing my breeders was a twenty-gallon (high). 
These fish are very active;~ and their movements are more often 
vertical than horizontal. The fry, of which there were 27 
(a great many of the eggs either fungused or just did not hatch) 
were raised in u 30-gallon (long) tank. They seem to need plenty 
of room. The adults had a strong power filter which kept the 
water circulating with a good current, which these fish need. 
The fry had three medium-sized sponge filters going strong. 
It seems that the method of spawning which these fish have ev4olved 
results in many infertile eggs. There were orig1nally some 0 
fry but only 27 survived to reach three months of age. ~ben 
the fry were about 2 11 long {at 3 months), I released them and 
the parent fish in the same stream from which I had obtained 
my breeders about 15 months prior to their spawning. 

H,<iBIT.AT IMPROVEMENT INFORMATION SOUGH'f FROM N.ANF.A 

The following letter was received: 

Dear Mr~ Gebhardt: 

Dynamic Concepts, Inc. is working under contract with 
the u.s. Forest Service's Wildlife and Fisheries Staff to 
revise and update the Forest Service• a Wildlife Habitat 
Improvement Handbook, published in 1969. The ~andbook 
has been used by managers in the National Foresta as well 
aa other professionals as a source for practical habitat 
improvement techniques ~or wildlife and fish found in 
the National Forests • 

.As an initial at ep in this ei':fo rt, we are searching 
for reports, handbooks, pamphlets and manuals of tried 
and useful habitat improvement techniques which have been 
published in the last ten years. If your organization 
has published any such documents, we would like to secur~ 
copies for this u.s. Forest service project. In addition, 
any appropriate illustrations or diagrams that further 
describe the habitat technique would be useful. If your 
organization has not published anything along these lines, 
but members are familiar with or have used such documents, 
we would appreciate your relaying t 1tles and authors to us. 

We appreciate your help in notifying us of available 
documents. If you have any questions, please contact 
our Senior Research Assistant, Ms. Olareice Ohaney (202-
726-0020). Thanks very much! · 

Sincerely, 

Pedro Alfonso, Pres., DO! 
4011 Georgia Ave.~ NW, Wash., DO 20Qll 

NANF.A members familiar with literature & techniques on habitat 
improvement should contact DOI. We have advised Mr • .Alfonso that 
we would bring this letter to the attention of our members.--BG 




